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Re: Mental Health Issues – Personal 
 
Suicide is not the correct response to any amount of pressures to prove oneself or others wrong 
in life, there is no burden more trying than overcoming the false belief that something that has 
not been done cannot be done. It takes a strong belief in oneself, and a high degree of care and 
attention to detail, to overcome whatever battles cannot been seen, to which you are affected by. 
Some things you cannot rise above in life, that includes loss of esteem, loss of confidence, and 
depression, all conditions leading to a bipolar condition, is the responsible holder of a condition, 
to better themselves, and not be blamed for the conditions of those around them as contagious 
via association, that’s not mental health, that passing negative judgments upon those who are not 
well, and not being understanding nor recognizing the adversities they face. Behavioral health 
issues and tantrums are a clear manifestation of unhappiness, either unhappiness as expressed to 
one by another, or an unhappiness within oneself, felt as though they are not where they want to 
be in life, or achieving the level of success of reaching the aptitude of intelligence they think is 
deserving of the good time spent toward their studies, career, and relationships which fail to 
blossom. Reasons for mental illness are protected by our right to privacy and HIPAA, whenever 
someone shares their lives, that is never for the purposes of studying of their lives, nor okays the 
going through or investigating the illnesses claimed by someone, who is not yet trusted or 
believed to bearing the diagnosis diagnosed, that’s not believing in someone not because one 
thinks they do not deserve to be treated lightly, but that they feel this person does not deserve 
forgiveness, for some hanious reason as flyers, or blogging on Twitter 2012, whatever correlates 
to those who are well known, well liked, is easily displaced upon those who are not well known 
or at the time well liked by strangers as known, its your beginning condition upon entry to any 
social setting that leave a first impression, the point at which that first impression was made, is 
only known to those observing, and the number of people observing and affected by a poor 
representation of someones wellness, is none of the business of the person to whom issues 
around them are being diagnosed without them, but those diagnosing issues, benefit from 
knowing someone who is not yet aware of the negative opinions held about them. From which 
points are informations most likely to be disseminated from, from people that know you, not 
necessarily those who are close to you, or have access beyond just conversations with you to 
know you, god forbid go through your personal spaces in life, to figure out whether or not to 
trust you, how capable you are of completing tasks on your own, and whether deserving of 
credits for your own hard work and effort put toward achieving in life, is thinking beyond whats 
most important right now moving forward, don’t harp on the past could’ve should’ve would’ve, 
who is to blame for feeling drained and for what reason one was drained, but whenever any set 
of informations created are mass produced and shared, a loss of identity occurs, what seems 
arbitrary at the time, to share notes, has devastating consequences to the creator, as they are 
connected physically to those documents, which have been disseminated behind their backs to 
more than those to whom receipt was approved of, or even made known. A lot goes on without 
in life, that is just something you have to accept, its your exposures in life, and knowledge that is 
being reviewed to see whether you make decisions based off things you read, or whether you 
know the difference between wrong and right. 


